**Geneva** Start with two days in Switzerland’s most international city, on the shores of gorgeous Lake Geneva.  
![50 mins to Lausanne](image1)

**Lausanne** Lausanne’s draws include its Olympic Museum, its hillside setting and its student-fuelled, forward-looking energy.  
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**Bern** Wander the halls of Switzerland's Federal Assembly and the enchanting streets of Bern's medieval centre.  
![1 hr to Basel](image3)

**Basel** World-class art and architecture make this city by the Rhine a worthwhile one-day stop.  
![55 mins to Zürich](image4)

**Zürich** Spend two days embracing the creative buzz and vibrant nightlife of Switzerland’s largest metropolis.  
![45 mins to Lucerne](image5)

**Lucerne** Indulge in a two-day love affair with Switzerland's most picturesque and romantic lakeside city.  
![2 hrs to Lugano](image6)

**Lugano** Stroll among Italianate campaniles, sunny lakeside gardens and Vespa-filled piazzas in Ticino's largest city.  
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